7.) **“Skip Logic” question** – If the first option of two possible choices is selected (in this case: “Yes”), then one or more additional items are displayed. However, if the second radio button (“No” in this case) is selected, then the questionnaire items remain as they originally appear on the survey. **Example 7A** shows a pivot item and its following item that is viewable for ALL respondents of the survey, and **example 7B** below, shows the beginning of a whole section of additional items (“Post Graduation Plans”) that were displayed in front of the second item (shown in 7A) when respondents selected the first (“Yes”) option of the pivot question (from the Fall 2005 Graduate Student survey).

7A -- No change to the survey items displayed:

**ARE YOU A STUDENT IN YOUR FINAL YEAR? Please note below.**

If you are, we have a few additional questions for you about your post graduation plans, which should appear after you click YES below.

- Yes
- No

**IF YOU ARE IN THE LATTER HALF OF YOUR GRADUATE PROGRAM --** What advice would you offer to first-time graduate students coming into your program at this university?

7B – Additional survey items appear, when the first option of the PIVOT item is selected:

**ARE YOU A STUDENT IN YOUR FINAL YEAR? Please note below.**

If you are, we have a few additional questions for you about your post graduation plans, which should appear after you click YES below.

- Yes
- No

**Post Graduation Plans**

Which of the following best describes your expectation for professional employment immediately after you complete your graduate degree?

- Tenure track faculty position
- Non-tenure track faculty position
- Other teaching position
- Postdoctoral researcher, fellow, or associate
- Researcher, academic setting
- Researcher, non-academic setting (e.g., national lab, industry, medical center)
- Professional position for which my program prepared me
- Other non-academic position (Specify below)

If you checked Other non-academic position above --

Other position: 

---

*Note: The examples provided are excerpts from a survey and do not represent the complete context or full survey.*